


Fulcrum Publishing
Society Board of Directors
MINUTES

Sunday, November 1st, 2015
FSS4004, 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Meeting #6 2015-2016 Publishing Year

Attendance 

Present: Dayne Moyer (ex-officio), Simon Gollish, Sabrina Nemis, Marguerite Gollish, Nadia El-Bouzaidi (ex-officio), William Hume, Deidre Butters (ex-officio), Allison Tanner, Lindsay MacMillan, Mackenzie Gray
Partially Present: Jon Rausseo
Absent (with reason): Benjamin Miller
Absent (without reason): 

1. Opening of Meeting

S. Gollish called the meeting to order at 10:46 AM.

2. Approval of Agenda

A. Tanner motioned to approve the agenda. W. Hume seconded the motion. All approved. The motion carried.

3. Approval of Minutes

W. Hume motioned to approve the minutes for September. L. MacMillan seconded the motion. All approved. The motion carried. 

4. Standing Action List

S. Gollish presented the Standing Action List and made the necessary changes. 

5. Advertising Manager’s Report

D. Butters started by attributing the current slow sales year to a poor economic climate. She stated that her report was intended to set goals and explain what she has done thus far. 

S. Gollish pointed out that aside from August/Summer Issue, revenue is not that different from last year. D. Butters responded that numbers affected overall return and that averages are lower.

D. Butters stated that clients have not been responding, spending money, or making requests.
S. Nemis asked whether ad intern would be helpful going forward. D. Butters says it might be helpful. D. Butters then gave an overview of her average week’s workflow.

D. Butters reported having mostly filled contra quota and tracking relationships very carefully. D. Butters expressed a desire to move forward with clear spending limits and responsibilities with regard to JDC. She expressed discomfort with the ad hoc approval provided by B. Miller. D Butters advised that the Fulcrum should not promise that much contra. D Moyer expressed concern that JDC deadlines have been missed. D. Butters noted that she is not clear on the value of sponsorship being offered and so not well placed to negotiate. 
 
D. Moyer asked whether the Board had looked into the price of a professional consultant. S. Nemis stated that it was assumed it would be too expensive. M. Gollish found limit set in previous minutes. She noted that a similar discussion was had at that time, exposure was deemed to be a good thing and cost was negotiable.

S. Gollish moved to add JDC discussion to Other Business. 

S. Nemis asked about specific number of leads sought. D. Butters stated her goal is 10 cold visits a week and that she feels this is reasonably aggressive.
 
J. Rausseo asked if the lower numbers are due to a lack of new leads or clients not returning. D. Butters answered that it’s due to both.

6. President’s Report

M. Gray apologized for not being as active the past month while covering the federal election. 
He stated his interest in bringing in staff status volunteer Carolyn Mutis as potential Board member. He went on to explain that while GSAED external commissioner Lindsay Thomson was expected to present at this meeting, she was unable to attend.

M. Gray explained that he still needs to go through Capital Assets List before presenting to the Board.
 
M. Gray reported that problems with Production Manager seem to have improved. Production and staff relations continue to be positive.
 
M. Gray noted that he and D. Moyer would soon be meeting with the SFUO to discuss Diamond Edition and NASH funding.
 
M. Gray instructed D. Moyer to obtain 20 spots for NASH.

M. Gray raised the discussion point of the value of CUP membership. He instructed D. Moyer not to pay fees at this time.
D. Moyer noted that CUP currently owes the Fulcrum funds connected to Free Media that almost exactly match funds owed to them from NASH. J. Rausseo asked what The Fulcrum actually owes CUP. D. Moyer answered that the actual number is not available, but must be balanced against money owed to the Fulcrum on account of Free Media. S. Gollish expressed a desire to separate the two issues: accounts to be settled, and value of CUP membership. D. Moyer and M. Gray have discussed comparing lawyer fees with services offered by CUP. 

7. General Manager’s Report

D. Moyer began by stating that not all revenues have been collected, but expenses have been paid. He further noted that he has attached a document that shows the accounting software is up-to-date. 

D. Moyer gave an account of budget lines that are currently either unusually high or low. S. Nemis suggested purchasing a triangle board sign with additional promotions funds. J. Rausseo noted that they cost about $1800 to print. D. Butters suggested Rytec for printing. J. Rausseo suggested printing on vinyl. 

D. Moyer noted that he has included some NASH and Diamond Edition expenses separate from the main budget. He suggested that in the future special projects should have separate banking accounts and use Quickbooks to keep it all separate and accountable.

J. Rausseo motioned to strike a committee with the mandate to negotiate a fair contract with Free Media. M. Gray seconded the motion. All vote in favour. M. Gray will chair the committee. Other members include J. Rausseo, D. Butters, D. Moyer, and S. Gollish.

D. Moyer explained that the new website was designed by Reine Tejares. He recommended giving her an honorarium. S. Nemis asked how much. D. Moyer responded that he doesn’t have an amount and suggested it be referred to the HR committee. 

D. Moyer reported that he has reduced collections report from 17 pages to four. He noted that proper accounting practices were not being followed and sometimes appeared that clients had not paid when in fact they had. 

D. Moyer stated that every outstanding client has received a collections notice advising them of the possibility of being sent to collections by early December. Where appropriate, bad debt may be written off to retain clients. He also noted that a payment plan has been made with WBK Boxing. S. Gollish asked about the Fulcrum’s policy on bad debt. M. Gray says judgment best left to D. Butters and D. Moyer.
 
D. Butters stated that it is clear that there needs to be more support for GM so they are properly trained. D. Moyer agreed and expressed a desite to incorporate information into the Business Bible. 

D. Moyer reported that pickup had been very sporadic. He noted that one week’s rate was 80% because only 6,000 papers had been printed that issue. M. Gray asked about two low weeks. N. Drissi El-Bouzaidi and D. Moyer pointed to sports cover as reason. D. Moyer pointed out that higher numbers correlate to lower number of papers on stands. S. Gollish stated that numbers will need to be weighted in future to compare properly. J. Rausseo asks for asterisks to indicate 10,000/special themed issue weeks.

D. Moyer informed Directors that there is a fundraiser coming up at 1848 for basketball home opener. He has Invited La Rotonde to be a part of it. He explained that he changed the event because two events last year only brought in $300.  

D. Moyer noted that the audit is ready to go, it just needs to go to auditor.
 
D. Moyer explained that he will investigate how the Fulcrum could better support the student community (e.g. by providing Sens tickets to medical student conference, discount advertising, etc.). D. Butters pointed out that the former corkboard was initially for some student group events, centres on campus so there is precedent for this kind of thing. 

8. Editor-in-Chief’s Report

N. Drissi El-Bouzaidi noted that a new Associate News Editor has been hired. She also noted that her relationship with production is improved.  N. Drissi El-Bouzaidi further stated that online numbers were up and that the new website looks good. She noted that further journalism workshops were being planned.

N. Drissi El-Bouzaidi  stated that Reine Tejares would like to change title from Online Editor to Webmaster. S. Nemis motioned to change title from Online Editor to Webmaster. W. Hume seconded. All in favour.S. Gollish asks D. Moyer to update contract and re-sign.

A. Tanner left meeting at 1:39 p.m.

9. Finance Committee

M. Gray stated there was nothing to report.

10. Human Resources Committee

S. Nemis and S. Gollish stated there was nothing to report.

11. Readership Committee

J. Rausseo stated that there was nothing to report. 

12. CUP Report

S. Nemis stated she resigned as CUP board member due to a conflict of interest as she is now employed by CUP. She also noted that president of CUP was impeached, there is a Youth Vote Project and BeLaboured Project running that pay student journalists to do work for their papers. There is very little information available for NASH. 

13. Freelance Fund

M. Gray reiterated the program. No action needed at this time.

14. Accessibility

D. Moyer reported that the Fulcrum can’t get a ramp because the building cannot be made accessible overall. The Fulcrum is getting new stairs. S. Nemis wanted to know about AODA standards, but J. Rausseo responded that the university doesn’t need to follow that. 

J. Rausseo noted that the Master Plan puts forth creating a new university centre where we might be able to get space with other campus media.

15. Strategic Planning Session

M. Gray stated that B. Miller is needed to discuss Strategic Planning Session.

M. Gray motioned to put Dayne’s skill building session following closing business. M. Gollish seconded. All in favour.

16. Other Business

N. Drissi El-Bouzaidi shared intellectual property consent form. S. Gollish asked for legal person to look at it. General agreement.

M. Gray asked about other wire service. D. Moyer says the person never asked for money and doesn’t aggregate stories. S. Nemis voiced concern about using content without explicit consent from member papers. 

Discussion on whether we want to pursue getting a professional rate to compare to JDC. J. Rausseo confirms that JDC is 45 per cent contra 55 per cent cash and we discussed taking $1,500 from the promotion budget line. J. Rausseo confirmed that they may want to negotiate for more money, less contra. M. Gray suggested using another Telfer outlet. S. Nemis mentioned that it was looked into but most won’t work with non-profits. 

J. Rausseo clarified that with JDC we are part of a case study and we get all of the info. M. Gray stated the case study seems like the only part of it that’s worth anything. J. Rausseo noted that we will get a number of ideas from different groups. 

D. Moyer agrees he will look into a professional rate for comparison, but only spend minimal time on it. Wants to have a rate to bring into the negotiations. D. Butters also wants to know the deadline. Points out this needs to be the first action.

17. Skill Building 

D. Moyer gave a skills building session on SMART goal-setting.

M. Gray motions to adjourn at 2:39 p.m.

Appendix





